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A main goal of molecular electronics is to relate the performance 
of devices to the structure and electronic state of molecules. 
Among the variety of possibilities that organic, organometallic 
and coordination chemistries offer to tune the energy levels of 
molecular components, spin crossover phenomenon is a perfect 
candidate for elaboration of molecular switches. The reorganiz­
ation of the electronic state population of the molecules associ­
ated to the spin crossover can indeed lead to a significant change 
in conductivity. However, molecular spin crossover is very sensi­
tive to the environment and can disappear once the molecules 
are integrated into devices. Here, we show that the association of 
ultra-small 1.2 nm platinum nanoparticles with Fe11 triazole-based 
spin crossover coordination polymers leads to self-assemblies, 
extremely well organized at the sub-3 nm scale. The quasi­
perfect alignment of nanoparticles observed by transmission 
electron microscopy, in addition to specific signature in infrared 
spectroscopy, demonstrates the coordination of the long-chain 
molecules with the nanoparticles. Spin crossover is confirmed in 
such assemblies by X-ray absorption spectroscopie measure­
ments and shows unambiguous characteristics both in rnagnetic 
and charge transport measurements. Coordinating polymers are 
therefore ideal candidates for the elaboration of robust, well­
organized, hybrid self-assemblies with metallic nanoparticles, 
while maintaining sensitive functional properties, such as spin 
crossover. 
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Introduction 
Arrays of nanoparticles (NPs) have been extensively studied 
associated with individual molecules. Arnong them NPs have 
been used as nanoelectrodes to connect molecules.1-5 In such
systems, electrons jump from one NP to another. The limiting 
elements of the current flow are molecules and equivalent cir­
cuits are generally assimilated to resistors and capacitors in 
series. Severa! reports focused on molecular effects in nano­
particle arrays, as the Jength of the molecule,6•7 its redox 
state,8 its charge,9 its conjugation,10 etc. Recently, we demon­
strated that using ultra-small NPs (<2 nm), it was possible to 
observe Coulomb blockade regime at room temperature in 
metal NP arrays.11 This finding was particularly interesting as 
the same transport regime could be observed on a large range 
of temperature. Charge transport was then determined by the 
polaàzability of the molecules, as demonstrated with simple 
thiol functionalized alkyl chains or aromatic cycles.11 
Spin crossover (SCO) molecular compounds show reversible 
switching between the low spin and high spin states of the 
central metal ion. The SCO thus corresponds to a reorganiz­
ation of the electron density of the metal center, which can be 
modulated by different extemal parameters: temperature, 
pressure, light irradiation, electric field, etc.12-14 This elec­
tronic state population reorganization Jeads to the modifi­
cation of the charge transport through the molecule,1 s-18 
which has been evidenced at different scales: on microcrys­
tals, 19 nanoparticles, 20 thin layers, 21 and molecules dispersed 
in a matrix. 22 Severa! attempts have also been reported towards 
measurements on the single molecule scale, 23 mostly using 
scanning tunneling microscopy. 24•25 Synthesizing hybrid 
systems combining metallic NPs and SCO molecules is an 
interesting alternative towards this ultimate size scale, as NPs 
act as local electrodes at the nanoscale and SCO molecules 
show at Jeast two electronic states that influence the charge 
transport between the NPs in the network. A recent study 
reported the synthesis of core-shell NPs formed by a 12 nm Au 
SCO,40 and sometimes to control shaping of objects at the
nanoscale.19,47 Here, we chose a thiophene functionalization,
which coordinate to the Pt surface thanks to the strong affinity
between S and Pt, but not too strongly to facilitate its relative
dissociation, necessary to the SA trial-and-error process.48,49
We thus synthesized the L ligand (L = (1E)-1-(thiophen-3-yl)-N-
(4H-1,2,4-triazol-4-yl)ethan-1-imine) by the condensation of
4-aminotriazole with acetylthiophene. Mixing three equivalent
of L with one equivalent of Fe(oTs)2·6H2O (oTs = tosylate) in
THF led to the formation of the FeL3(oTs)2 coordination
polymer, called FeL3. We first checked that this new com-
pound showed SCO close to room temperature. We indeed
confirm that the χMT product (where χM is the molar magnetic
susceptibility) sharply increased with temperature at 285 K
(Fig. 1c). It is important to note that this magnetic behavior
corresponds to a light-yellow gel sample with partially evapor-
Fig. 1 Building blocks. (a) TEM image of pristine ultra small (1.2 ±
0.3 nm) platinum nanoparticles. (b) Schematic illustration of the FeL3
coordination polymer L = (1E) 1 (thiophen 3 yl) N (4H 1,2,4 triazol
4 yl)ethan 1 imine. Fe triazole networks form unidimensional struc
tures, where two FeII centers are linked to each other by three bridging
triazole ligands. (c) Magnetic measurement on the FeL3 coordination
polymer in the ‘gel state’, showing an abrupt SCO at 285 K. The curve is
normalized per mole of Fe.
core surrounded by a 4 nm shell of an insulating SCO coordi-
nation polymer. Electrical measurements on aggregates of 
such objects showed a significantly higher conductivity than 
the corresponding coordination network and a higher current 
switching ratio between the two spin states.26 In another 
attempt, SCO molecules were combined with arrays of gold 
NPs and the charge transport behavior was correlated with the 
magnetic properties of the coordination complexes.27
Generally, authors choose thiols to attach functional mole-
cules to metallic (e.g. Au, Pt, Ag) NPs, in order to stabilize the 
hybrid systems thanks to the strong interaction between the gen-
erated thiolates and the metal surface.28–30 However, the sulfur-
metal bond is very energetic and might be too strong to favor 
the binding-unbinding process, necessary to obtain well-orga-
nized molecule-nanoparticle self-assemblies (SA) at large scale. 
In addition, one can doubt that this strong bond does not affect 
the SCO in the molecule because of the electronic and steric con-
straint it imposes. To avoid such drawbacks we chose building 
blocks in order to obtain stable and robust assemblies: (1) Fe(tri-
azole) based coordination polymer, where three triazole ligands 
bridge two FeII centers, geometry which thus increases the stabi-
lity of the molecular system; (2) ultra-small PtNPs (1.2 ± 0.3 nm), 
which limit the increase of electronic density in proximity to the 
FeII centers; (3) coordination of the molecular polymer to the NP 
surface by thiophene moieties, which bind Pt less strongly than 
thiols and thus allows more flexibility and adaptability during 
the SA process.31 By this strategy, we obtained a hybrid system, 
consisting of lamellae where the NPs aligned with a periodicity 
of 3 nm. Specific lamellar SA of nanoparticles have already been 
reported, with liquid crystals,32 diblock copolymers,33–35 or pep-
tidic polymers.36 But to our knowledge, even if demonstrated for 
molecular clusters,37 no work has described organization of 
ultra-small NPs in quasi perfect linear assemblies with a period-
icity lower than 5 nm, so far.
Results and discussion
Synthesis of the hybrid system
The PtNPs were synthesized by decomposition of Pt2(dba)3 
(dba = dibenzylideneacetone) under a carbon monoxide (CO) 
atmosphere in THF, followed by washing of the organic 
dba ligands with pentane, as previously reported.11,38 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) pictures showed well 
dispersed NPs, with diameters of 1.2 nm ± 0.3 nm (Fig. 1a). 
Such NPs are particularly interesting as, in addition to their 
ultra-small sizes, they can be seen as “naked”, i.e. free of 
organic ligand, as they are only stabilized by CO from the syn-
thesis and THF, a coordinating solvent.39 The other building 
block of the SA was a triazole based FeII coordination polymer 
(Fig. 1b). Such polymers are well referenced in the literature: 
they are robust, show SCO at temperatures close to room temp-
erature and can easily be processed in nanoparticles, thin 
films, hybrid materials with polymers, and so forth.40–46 An 
advantage of the triazole moiety is its possibility of functionali-
zation, which has already been extensively used to tune the
gated, probably thanks to the bridging aspect of the ligand
with triazole on one side and thiophene on the other one, but
no alignment was observed (ESI Fig. S2d†).
Fourier-transform infra-red (FT-IR) spectroscopy was per-
formed on the pristine PtNPs, after addition of L only, and on
the SA after addition of L and the iron salt (Fig. 2c and d). The
spectrum of the pristine NPs showed an intense peak at
2043 cm−1 corresponding to the vibration of terminal CO, and
two smaller peaks at 1805 and 1880 cm−1 corresponding to
two modes of vibration of bridging CO. Following the vibration
position of terminal CO by FT-IR spectroscopy is an efficient
tool to probe the electronic density at the NP surface. The sig-
nificant shift of the vibration from 2043 to 2033 cm−1 is com-
patible with the coordination of L at the PtNP surface, which
turns to be richer in electron. Indeed, higher electronic density
at the surface implies stronger back-donation from the NP to
the antibonding orbitals of the CO molecule, and a thus
vibration at a lower wavenumber.50 The coordination of the
iron salts to the other side of the L ligand in the hybrid SA
takes electronic density back, and leads to a CO vibration back
to 2042 cm−1. Such a behavior in FT-IR is in good agreement
with the coordination of L at the PtNP surface and the elec-
tronic withdrawing effect of the Fe centers linked to the PtNP
by coordination through L. This work thus shows for the first
Fig. 2 Hybrid self assembly made of Pt nanoparticles (NPs) and FeL3 coordination polymers. (a) TEM image of the self assembly. (b) Structural
model of the self assembly, showing the intercalation of coordination polymers and aligned NPs. Infrared spectra of the pristine PtNPs, after
addition of L, and after addition of L and the iron salt Fe(oTs)2·6H2O: (c) full spectra (the baselines are shifted for clarity) and (d) zoom on the terminal
CO region. The shift of the CO bond vibration from 2043 to 2033 cm 1 is a signature of the L coordination at the PtNP surface, which turns to be
richer in electron; the coordination of the iron salts to the other side of the L ligand takes electronic density back, and leads to a shift of the CO
bond vibration back to 2042 cm 1.
ated THF solvent (sic ‘gel state’), whereas the pale-white, fully 
dry powder (sic ‘powder state’) remains in the high spin state 
at any temperature (see ESI Fig. S1†).
Description of the self-assembly
SA between the NPs and the SCO compound was carried out in 
the same solvent: solutions of NPs, L and Fe(oTs)2·6H2O were 
mixed together and agitated in THF for two hours. The 
obtained hybrid SA is called PtNPs-FeL3 SA. The precursor con-
centrations were adapted to obtain 0.2 equivalents (eq.) of L 
and 0.06 eq. of Fe per introduced Pt. The equivalent number 
(eq.) is defined as the ratio between the quantity of ligands or 
Fe and the quantity of platinum atoms present in the system. 
These ratios were chosen to keep the Fe : L ratio equal to 1 : 3 
(as in the coordination polymer), and to have a L : Pt ratio 
equal to 0.2 : 1, as it was previously demonstrated to be the 
equivalence ratio, when all the ligands are coordinated at the 
NP surface.11 TEM images of the PtNPs-FeL3 SA showed zones 
were the ultra-small PtNPs were perfectly aligned (Fig. 2a and 
ESI Fig. S2a, b, c†), forming parallel lines separated by 3.2 nm 
from each other. A basic geometrical model suggests that a 
single strand of polymer separates the NP lines (Fig. 2b). We 
verified that such a structuration was not induced by the pres-
ence of L alone: without Fe(oTs)2 but only L, the NPs aggre-
FeL3 coordination polymer and, in a smaller proportion, in the
PtNPs-FeL3 SA (Fig. 3b and c). In order to estimate the pro-
portion of Fe that underwent SCO in each samples, we com-
pared the shifts between the two curves in low and high spin
states to the one of the [Fe(NH2Trz)3]Br2 reference, for which
we considered a full SCO.52,53 SCO was thus estimated to be
equal to 89% in the FeL3 coordination polymer alone, and to
36% in the PtNPs-FeL3 SA. XAS measurements thus proved
that SCO was present, to some extent, in the self-assembled
system. In magnetic measurements on the FeL3 coordination
polymer, χMT value decreased from 3.2 to 0.4 cm
−3 K mol−1
while decreasing the temperature from 320 K to 100 K
(Fig. 1c), a difference that corresponds to a decrease of 88% of
the magnetization, in very good agreement with the spin popu-
lation conversion of 89% estimated by XANES measurements
between these two temperatures.
Magnetic and charge transport measurements
Magnetic measurement on PtNPs-FeL3 SA showed an incom-
plete, abrupt and slightly hysteretic transition in the ‘gel state’
(Fig. 4a). In this sample, the χMT value decreased from 3.0 to
1.7 cm−3 K mol−1 while decreasing the temperature from
300 K to 250 K. This decrease of 42% of magnetization is in
the same order of magnitude as the 36% of SCO determined
by XAS. This incomplete and relatively gradual SCO in the
PtNPs-FeL3 SA could arise from three different sources. The
first possible reason is intrinsic and can be due to the pres-
ence of the platinum NPs, which might block SCO, as they
Fig. 4 Magnetic and electrical measurements on the PtNPs FeL3 self
assembly. (a) Magnetic measurement. The curve is normalized per mole
of Fe. (b) Electrical measurement. The slope break around 280 K in the
current characteristics can be attributed to the spin crossover observed
in magnetic measurements and demonstrated by XAS measurements
(Fig. 3).
time that an appropriate coordination between coordination 
polymers and metal NPs can lead to well-organized hybrid 
system, at a sub-5 nm scale.
Spin crossover in the hybrid system
Spectroscopic characterizations are irrefutable proofs of the 
presence of SCO in a system as complex as our SAs. We thus 
performed X-Ray near edge absorption spectroscopy (XANES) 
measurements at the Fe K-edge, as the iron atom is the SCO 
center. As an element of comparison, we first measured 
spectra of [Fe(NH2Trz)3]Br2 (NH2Trz = 2-amino-1,2,4-triazole), 
known to show a full SCO between 260 and 310 K.51 We 
observed a shift of the Fe K-edge energy towards lower values 
between 100 K (low spin) and 323 K (high spin), attributed to 
the SCO signature (Fig. 3a). A similar shift was observed in the
Fig. 3 Spin crossover. XAS measurements at 100 K and 323 K at the Fe 
K edge on (a) [Fe(NH2Trz)3]Br2 (NH2Trz = 4 amino 1,2,4 triazole). (b) 
FeL3 coordination polymer. (c) PtNPs FeL3 self assembly. By comparison 
with the [Fe(NH2Trz)3]Br2 reference, known to show a full spin crossover 
at 310 K, the spin crossover was estimated to be equal to 89% in the 
FeL3 coordination polymer, and to 36% in the PtNPs FeL3 self assembly.
state is then the more conducting state, as already observed in
hybrid systems made of metal NPs and NCO coordination
molecules.20,27
Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that mixtures of a coordination
polymer with ultra-small platinum nanoparticles can afford
well-organized SA, where lines of NPs intercalated with single
polymer strands. The key aspect of this SA is the coordination
of the polymer to the NP surface by the thiophene moiety,
sufficiently strong to ensure the system cohesion, but not too
strong to facilitate the elements’ rearrangement. Such an
approach is particularly interesting to build hybrid material
structures at the lower than 5 nm scale, for which thermal
energy is too high to assemble the building blocks by van der
Waals forces only.59 Besides, the robustness of the triazole
based coordination polymer gave the opportunity to maintain
its SCO functional properties, even in the hybrid SA, as con-
firmed by XAS measurements. The consequence of such a SCO
implied significant discrepancies in the magnetic and electri-
cal characteristics of the sample.
In the future, to ensure optimal performances, the rational
design of hybrid SA including metallic NPs and functional
molecules, should consider ultra-small NPs, robust molecular
systems such as coordination polymers and a fine tuning of
the chemical interaction between the anchoring moiety of the
functional molecules and the NP surface, as demonstrated in
this work.
Experimental methods
Chemical syntheses
Ligand L. 4-Amino-4H-1,2,4 triazole (2 g, 0.023 M) and
3-acetylthiophene (2.9 g, 0.023 M) were mixed in 50 mL
ethanol and the solution was stirred and heated overnight at
reflux. The solution was partially evaporated and a white solid
was obtained (yield 80%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO, δ, ppm):
2.35 (3H, s), 7.66 (1H, d), 7.73 (1H, d), 8.43 (1H, s), 8.78 (2H,
s). Elemental analysis (%): Calc. C: 50.00; H: 4.20; N: 29.10.
Obs. C: 49.76; H: 4.05; N, 29.34.
FeL3 coordination polymer. 10 mL of a solution of the L
ligand (at 6 × 10−3 mol L−1 in THF) and 10 mL of a solution of
Fe(oTs)2·6H20 (at 2 × 10
−3 mol L−1 in THF–oTs = paratoluene
sulfonate) were mixed under vigorous stirring. The precursor
concentrations were adapted to obtain 3 equivalent of the L
ligand per Fe. The solution was agitated for 2 hours. The
remaining solution was partially evaporated to a light yellow-
gel called ‘gel state’. Evaporation was stopped when an equi-
valent of 50% in mass of solvent remained in the system. A
particular care to avoid evaporation has to be taken for charac-
terization as the THF is particularly volatile. Further evapor-
ation to dryness led to a pale white powder called ‘powder
state’. TEM images of the pristine FeL3 coordination polymer
do not show any presence of nanostructure objects.
bring high electronic density in the vicinity of the FeII center. 
A second reason can come from the inhomogeneity of the SA: 
some parts of it, well-organized, would switch, whereas the 
other ones would not. The third reason is more experimental 
and could come from a quantity of remaining solvent not 
sufficiently high. Indeed, as for the coordination polymer, no 
SCO was observed anymore on PtNPs-FeL3 SA in the dry 
‘powder state’, where the system remained at the high spin 
state (ESI Fig. S3†).
Transport measurements were performed on SA deposited 
on interdigitated electrodes by drop casting. During the 
measurements, the temperature was swept at the rate of 1 K 
min−1. Below 250 K, the current slope decreased gradually 
towards low temperatures (Fig. 4b). Decrease in current at low 
temperature is a typical characteristic of arrays of NPs separ-
ated by molecules and can arise due to the less thermal energy 
available to overcome the charging energy.54–57 However, this 
description does not explain the sharp decrease (increase) in 
current during cooling (heating) cycle observed between 250 K 
and 300 K. Charge transport in hybrid compounds with ultra-
small nanoparticles is governed by Coulomb blockade, even at 
room temperature,11 as observed in the PtNPs-FeL3 SA (ESI 
Fig. S4†). Coulomb blockade is directly linked to the polariz-
ability of the compounds surrounding the nanoparticles,11 i.e. 
the coordination polymer here. During the SCO from the low 
to the high spin state, the antibonding orbitals of the iron 
center are populated, increasing the Fe–N bound distance and 
thus the polarizability of the coordination compound. As a 
result, the dielectric constant is (in general) higher in the high 
spin state, as already demonstrated.58 As a direct consequence, 
the conductivity of the high spin state is higher than that of 
the low spin state in the hybrid system.
Resistance of the hybrid assemblies varied in the range of 
10–103 MΩ for different assemblies, and voltages ranging 
between few tenths of a volt up to 2 V (ESI Fig. S5†). The 
current values were observed in the range of few nA to few 
hundred nA. In other experiments, a cycle opening was 
observed in the current–temperature curve when the tempera-
ture was swept at 3 K min−1 (ESI Fig. S6†). Faster sweeping rate 
thus results in a temperature lag, which gives rise to a hyster-
esis-like curve in the current–temperature cycles.
Magnetic measurement and charge transport measure-
ments on the PtNPs-FeL3 SA show similar behaviors. While the 
χMT rapidly decreases from 300 K to 250 K in magnetic 
measurements, current also shows a relatively sharp decrease 
in roughly the same temperature regime. Such changes in con-
ductivity can arise due to several factors. Different charge 
transport mechanism such as sequential tunneling and co-
tunneling could result in changes in current–temperature 
slope.57 However, we unlikely believe this hypothesis because 
such a transport mechanism change typically takes place at 
lower temperatures. In our case, we have observed a sharp 
change in the current near 250 K. So far, the most likely expla-
nation of the observed transport behavior comes from the SCO 
process where the current follows the same behavior as the 
magnetic moment in magnetic measurements. The high spin
500 mA. The energy was monochromatized thanks to a Si(311)
double crystal monochromator and the data were collected as
fluorescence excitation spectra using a silicon drift detector
(Bruker). The energy of the beamline was calibrated to the first
inflection point of a metallic iron foil (7112.0 eV). All data were
normalized using the Athena software of the IFEFFIT package.
The reference sample [Fe(NH2Trz)3]Br2 was measured as a
diluted powder in a graphite pellet. To maintain the PtNPs-
FeL3 and PtNPs-FeL3 samples in a ‘gel state’ and avoid THF
evaporation during measurement, we used a home-made
liquid sample holder where the gel was placed and sealed with
a Kapton window. The difference of shifts of the Fe K absorp-
tion edge between the low and high spin curves was deter-
mined to quantify SCO. Even if some differences can be
observed between HS and LS states in the pre-edge structure,
differences are significantly higher comparing the absorption
edges.60,61 Comparison of such shift were calculated by deter-
mining the area delimited by the two curves in the low and
high spin states, between xµ(E) values equal to 0.4 and 1. We
then calculated the ratios between the areas of interest and the
one of the reference [Fe(NH2Trz)3]Br2 compound, in which a
100% SCO was assumed. SCO was thus estimated to be equal
to 89% in the FeL3 coordination polymer alone, and to 36% in
the PtNPs-FeL3 SA. The estimation of SCO can vary from ±10%;
that is why we integrated the area of interest on a range of xµ
(E) values as large as possible.
Magnetic measurements
PPMS-VSM from Quantm design was used to perform the mag-
netic measurements during which the magnetic moment from
the sample was measured at a constant magnetic field of 1.5 T
while varying the temperature at 1 K min−1. The sample was
carefully placed in a closed cylindrical sample holder of known
mass which is placed in VSM such that it experiences the field
in the direction perpendicular to its cross-section. For sample
in the gel state, temperature was never set above 300 K, in
order to avoid solvent evaporation. Evaluation of susceptibility
from magnetic moment requires the mass of the measured
sample inside the sample holder. This was calculated by
weighing the measured sample and subtracting the mass of
empty sample holder from it. For the samples measured in gel
state, an additional mass of the solvent present in the sample
could result in inaccurate values of susceptibility. In order to
avoid this, the sample was left to dry after the measurement
until there was no reduction in mass due to solvent evapor-
ation. The mass of the dried sample was then carefully
recorded for further calculation of susceptibility. The pristine
PtNPs did not give any magnetic signal as they are
diamagnetic.
Charge transport measurements
The electrodes for transport measurements consisted of eight
pairs of interdigitated combs elaborated by
photolithography.62,63 They were composed of 20 interpene-
trated fingers with a height of 30 nm, a length of 200 μm, and
separated by a gap of 5 μm. Integration of the particles
Platinum nanoparticles. The PtNPs have been synthesized 
as previously described.11,38 All operations were carried out 
using Fischer–Porter bottle techniques under argon. A solution 
of Pt2(dba)3 (90 mg; 0.165 mmol of Pt) in 20 mL of freshly dis-
tilled and deoxygenated THF was pressurized in a Fischer–
Porter bottle with 1 bar of CO during 30 minutes at room 
temperature under vigorous stirring. During this time, the 
solution color changed from violet to brown (attesting the for-
mation of the NPs). The mixture was evaporated and washed 
with pentane to eliminate the dba (3 × 20 mL), and to obtain 
native NPs. The colloid was then redissolved in 20 mL of THF. 
The size of the NPs was found to be equal to 1.2 ± 0.3 nm. For 
each series of measurements, the sizes were determined by 
TEM imaging.
Self-assembly. 1 mL of a solution of the L ligand (at 
6 × 10−3 mol L−1 in THF) and 1 mL of a solution of 
Fe(oTs)2·6H20 (at 2 × 10
−3 mol L−1 in THF) were simultaneously 
added to 4 mL of the native NP mixture under vigorous mixing. 
The precursor concentrations were adapted to obtain 0.2 eq. of 
L and 0.06 eq. of Fe per introduced Pt. The brown solution was 
agitated for 2 hours. Drops of the crude solution were deposited 
on specific substrates for each characterization (see below). The 
remaining solution was partially evaporated to a viscous liquid 
called ‘gel state’. Evaporation was stopped when an equivalent 
of 50% in mass of solvent remained in the system. A particular 
care to avoid evaporation has to be taken for characterization as 
the THF is particularly volatile. Further evaporation to dryness 
led to a dark-brown powder called ‘powder state’. The self-
assembly experiments have been repeated several times and led 
to reproducible results. The systems presented here come from 
optimization of the experimental conditions, in the scope of a 
larger study where different parameters have been tested 
(varying the equivalent numbers, the nature of the counter-ions, 
the order of addition of the building blocks, etc.).
Structural characterization of the assemblies
Samples for TEM were prepared by deposition of one drop of 
the crude solution on a carbon covered holey copper grid. TEM 
analyses were performed at the “centre de microcaractérisation 
Raimond Castaing” using a JEOL JEM 1400 electron micro-
scope operating at 120 kV. The mean size of the particles was 
determined by image analysis on a large number of particles 
(∼300) using the ImageJ software. Scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(STEM-HAADF/EDS) analysis was performed on a JEOL 
JEM-ARM200F Cold FEG operated at 200 kV.
FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 
6700 FT-IR spectrometer in the range 4000–700 cm−1, using a 
Smart Orbit ATR platform. The sample deposition was per-
formed by drop casting of the crude solution on the germa-
nium crystal of the platform; the measurement was acquired 
after evaporation of the THF solvent.
XAS measurements
X-ray absorption spectra were collected on the LUCIA beamline 
of SOLEIL at a ring energy of 2.75 GeV and a ring current of
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 Fig. S1 Loss of spin crossover in the ‘powder state’. Magnetic measurement on the FeL3 coordination 
polymer in the dry ‘powder state’. The curve is normalized per mole of Fe. The decrease of mT at low 
temperature is attributed to zero-field splitting. 
  
 Fig. S2 Hybrid self-assembly made of Pt nanoparticles (NPs) and FeL3 coordination polymers. (a, b, 
c) TEM images of the self-assembly at different magnifications (Fig. S2c is identical to Fig. 2a). The 
hybrid system is constituted by zones of NP lines distributed in larger areas where the PtNPs are 
disorganized. (d) TEM image after mixing of PtNPs with L only. No NP line is observed in absence of 
Fe(oTs)2. 
  
 Fig. S3 Loss of spin crossover of the PtNPs-FeL3 self-assembly in the ‘powder state’: (a) Magnetic 
measurement. The curve is normalized per mole of Fe. The sample stays high spin at all temperatures; 
the decrease of mT at low temperature is attributed to zero-field splitting. (b) XAS measurement. The 
curves are identical at low and high temperature. 
  
 Fig. S4 I-V characteristics at 300K: (a) on a deposit of the pristine PtNPs; (b) on the PtNPs-FeL3 self-
assembly. The non-linearity of the curve for the self-assembly is the signature of the presence of 
Coulomb blockade (see e.g. S. Tricard, O. Said-Aizpuru, D. Bouzouita, S. Usmani, A. Gillet, M. Tassé, R. 
Poteau, G. Viau, P. Demont, J. Carrey and B. Chaudret, Mater Horiz, 2017, 4, 487–492).  
 Fig. S5 Electrical measurements on the PtNPs-FeL3 self-assembly on independent electrodes, biased 
at different voltages: (a) 1V; (b) 20 mV; (c) 0.5V; (d) 0.5 V, with sweeping rate of 1K.min-1. All the 
curves slope breaks around 270 K can be attributed to the spin crossover. The significant difference in 
resistance between the electrodes is attributed to non-homogeneous filling of the interdigitated 
electrodes by the materials. 
  
 Fig. S6 Hysteresis opening in electrical measurements on the PtNPs-FeL3 self-assembly, on electrodes 
biased at voltage of 0.1V, with a sweeping rate of 3 K.min-1. 
